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System Security:  

  Intruders 

A. Introduction 

   

     > viruses and intruders are the most publicized types 

       of threats to security 

     > attacks range from the benign to the serious 

     > some intruders are curious and are simply exploring 

       the extent of their skills 

     > other are performing industrial and military espionage 

     > in spite of a nationwide crackdown on network hackers 

       in 1990 with new laws and convictions the problem is 

       worse than ever 

   

     1. Extent of threat 

   

        - Bell labs reports (circa 1993):   

              

          attempts to copy passwd file (> once every other day) 

   

        suspicious RPC calls (> once per week) 

     

          attempts to connect to nonexistent 'bait' machines 

            (> every two weeks) 

   

     2. More malevolent attacks 

   

        - increased threat of malevolent attacks from less 

          skilled users 

   

        - this is due to increased international competition 

   

        - hackers clubs are known to sell their services 

   

        - hackers communicate and exchange intrusion techniques, 

          list of passwords, etc. 

   

        - hackers have access to CERT advisories and make use 

          of them 

   

  B. Classes of intruders 

   

     1. masquerader - an unauthorized user who gains access to 

          legitimate user's account 

   



     2. misfeasor - a legitimate user who gains access to  

           unauthorized resources, or who misuses authorized 

           resources 

   

     3. clandestine user - an individual who seizes supervisory 

           control of a system and uses this control to evade  

           auditing and access controls 

   

  C. Prevention 

   

     1. password protection 

   

        - the problem is that the defender must attempt to thwart 

          all possible attacks 

   

        - the attacker need only find one weak link 

   

        - Typical UNIX password mechanism 

   

          + each user selects a password of up to 8 usable 

            characters in length 

   

          + this is converted into a 56-bit value (7-bit ASCII) 

   

          + the encryption routine, crypt(3), is based on DES 

   

          + the crypt() routine uses a 12-bit 'salt' value 

   

          + salt -------> |        | 

            password ---> |  crypt | ---> salt-passwd 

                                          (76 bits) 

   

          + to validate user the salt and password are 

             passed through crypt() and compared to the 

             last 64 bits of the encrypted passwd 

   

          + the salt ensures that two identical passwords 

            will appear differently in /etc/passwd 

   

          + the salt effectively extends the passwd by two 

            characters in length (extends search space by 

          a factor of 4096)  

   

            > How??? It prevents a hacker from precomputing all 

              encrypted values for a password (such as JoeBob) 

              and placing them in a list 



   

            > if there is a 12-bit salt then the hacker would  

              have to build a list of 4096 different entries, 

              JoeBob01, JoeBob02, etc. for each of the 95 * 8 

              entries 

   

          + the salt prevents one from using a hardware  

            implementation of DES 

   

        - how fast can one crack? 

   

          + a 1024 node CM can perform 6.4 million encryptions 

            per second 

   

          + what is the search space of a well chosen password? 

   

            > 95^8 if passwords are minimum of 8 characters 

   

            > this is ~7 * 10^15, still need 10^9 seconds 

              or about 15 years of CM time on the average to 

              crack a single password 

   

          + or can build up a list and match against the list 

   

            > unfortunately, the complete list for 95^8 plus salt 

              is prohibitively large 

   

        - BUT! passwords are not well chosen 

   

          + one study gathered 14,000 passwords from various 

            machines 

   

          + built a search list of 6 million words 

   

          + the 1K CM can test the list against 6M possibilities 

            in less than an hour 

   

          + what do you think the success rate was? 

   

            > 25% - and you only need to get one! 

   

        - what about access control? 

   

          + shadow passwords 

   

          + it only takes a few seconds of root level access 



            to get the shadow passwd file 

   

          + bad NFS implementation might get you the passwd file 

   

          + users tend to use the same password in multiple 

            domains  

   

           > crack it in one place and use it on the shadow 

             passwd domain 

   

        - proactive passwd checker 

   

          + allow the user to choose a password 

   

          + validate the password immediately 

    

          + check for simple things - length, upper, lower, 

              digit, punctuation 

   

          + then, run against an 8Mbyte dictionary or a hash 

            table of the dictionary 

   

     2. authorization schemes 

   

        -Kerberos (MIT) 

   

        - AFS built on Kerberos, provides encrypted authentication 

   services 

   

        - the initial reply from the authentication server 

          is subject to typical password cracking techniques 

          if a hacker can listen to the network 

   

        - Biggest problem is not all UNIXes, much less all other 

   types of non-UNIX Internet hosts, come pre-packaged to 

   run Kerberos, etc. 

         

  D. Intrusion Detection,  

   

     1. motivation 

   

        - if intrusion prevention fails (and it will) then 

          you want the ability to detect an intruder 

   

        - the more quickly an intruder can be detected the 

          less damage will have been done 



   

        - intrusion detection may act as a deterent 

   

        - some intrusion detection techniques collect more audit 

          information - this can be useful for studying hacker's 

          techniques 

   

     2. statistical anomaly detection 

   

        - this method involves collecting data about the behavior 

          of legitimate users over a period of time 

   

        - statistical tests are applied to new behavior to determine 

          whether or not the new behavior is legitimate 

   

        - look for deviations from the historical profile 

   

        - native audit records: use the current operating 

             logs (wtmp, pacct) 

   

        - detection-specific audit records: collect special 

             audit information 

   

        - the statistical approach works best against masqueraders 

   

        - a user who masqerades as another would have little information 

          about the historical profile of the user whose account they 

          are using 

   

        - there is an overlap between the intruder profile and the 

          historical profile 

   

        - this leads to false-negatives and false-positives 

   

        - false negatives are devastating 

   

        - false positives are a burden to the sys admin who must check 

          each one out 

   

        - examples of profile elements used in IDES developed at SRI: 

   

          + login frequency by day of week and time of day 

   

          + login frequency by location 

    

          + time since last login 



   

          + elapsed time per session 

   

          + resource utilization (processor, memory,  and I/O) 

   

          + amount of output to remote locations 

   

          + password failures 

   

          + execution frequency of various commands 

   

          + frequency of setuid root programs executed  

   

   

     3. rule-based intrusion detection 

   

        - this method attempts to define a set of rules that indicate 

          intruder behavior 

   

        - anomaly detection: create rules that detect deviation from 

            previous behavior 

   

          > analyze previous behavior and attempt to automatically 

            generate rules that describe behavior 

   

          > may require up to 10^6 rules !! 

   

        - penetration detection:  

   

          + write rules that are specific to machine, OS, and recent 

            intrusion tactics 

   

          + rules are writen by experts rather than by algorithms 

   

          + this method is more effective against malfeasors 

   

          + for each rule that is fired a suspicion rating is increased 

    

          + when the suspicion rating crosses a threshold then an anomaly 

            is reported  

        

        - example of penetration detection rules used by IDES package: 

   

          + reads a file in another user's directory 

   

          + write to another user's file 



   

          + a user opens a disk device 

   

          + a user is logged in more than once 

   

          + a user makes a copy of a system program 

   

   

     4. distributed intrusion detection 

   

        - until recently intrusion detection algorithms worked 

          on single-user systems 

   

        - the Network Security Monitor (NSM) from UC Davis is 

          an example; DIDS is another (Distributed Intrusion Detection System) 

   

        - runs a daemon on each monitored system 

   

        - the daemons send interesting audit records to a central 

          host 

   

        - the central host does the intrusion processing 

   

        - can be expanded to WAN 

   

        - the local daemons can convert format to a system-wide 

          standard so NSM can be used for a heterogenous group 

          of architectures 

 

Password Management 

Password is the most common method for users to authenticate themselves when entering 

computer systems or websites. It acts as the first line of defence against unauthorised 

access, and it is therefore critical to maintain the effectiveness of this line of defence by 

rigorously practising a good password management policy. This paper aims to provide a 

set of guidelines and best practices for handling and managing passwords. 

THE CHALLENGES OF PASSWORD MANAGEMENT  

 

With the ever-increasing use of information technology in our daily lives, there are also 

an ever-increasing number of user accounts and passwords we have to remember and 

manage. The choice of passwords used for different information systems presents a 



dilemma. On one hand, an intruder could gain access to ALL the systems if the same 

password used for accessing these systems is compromised. On the other hand, when 

different passwords are used for different systems, users may have the tendency to choose 

easy-to-remember or weak passwords, or even write them down, which would again 

jeopardise the security of the systems concerned. There is also a higher chance of users 

forgetting their passwords, increasing the associated user support and operation 

overheads for password resets.  

 

THE SECURITY THREATS TO PASSWORDS  

 

A password is a convenient and easy method of authentication for users entering a 

computer system. The system simply requires the user to present something he knows as 

a proof that he is actually who he claims to be. This is easily implemented, but at the 

same time the password approach is subject to a number of security threats. The 

following are common security risks where a legitimate user may lose his or her 

password: 

1. Over the shoulder attack 

when a person types in his or her password, someone might be able to observe 

what is typed and hence steal the password by looking over the person‟s shoulder, or 

by indirect monitoring using a camera 

2. Brute-force attack:  

because a password has a finite length, usually 8 alphanumeric characters, an 

attacker can use programs that automatically Password Managementgenerate 

passwords, trying all possible combinations until a valid password is found. With 

recent advances in computing power, the time needed to execute a successful brute 

force attack has dropped considerably. 

3. Sniffing attack: 

 when a password is sent over a network, it could be captured by network sniffing 

tools if the network channel is not properly encrypted. In addition, certain malicious 

tools (such as a keylogger) might be able to capture a user‟s password when the 

password is typed in during the authentication process. 



4. Login spoofing attack: 

 this is where an attacker sets up a fake login screen that is similar in look-and-feel to 

the real login screen. When a user logins to the fake screen, his password will be 

recorded or transmitted to the attacker. All these attacks, if successful, can help 

unauthorised users harvest the passwords of legitimate users. Systems using 

passwords as the only authentication method will be unable to differentiate whether 

the holder of the password is a valid user or not. 

TECHNOLOGY TO FACILITATE PASSWORD MANAGEMENT  

 

Apart from implementing a security policy and guidelines to enforce good password 

management, some of the technologies highlighted below offer effective and user-friendly 

password management. 

 

 PUBLIC KEY INFRASTRUCTURE  

 

Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) is a technology that uses mathematical algorithms and processes 

to facilitate secure transactions by providing data confidentiality, data integrity and 

authentication. PKI makes use of digital certificates to provide proof of identity for the 

individual. 

 

 A digital certificate is a kind of digital document that binds a public key to a person for 

authentication, rather like a personal identity card. A trusted Certificate Authority (CA) creates 

the certificate and digitally signs it using the CA‟s private key, thereby authenticating the 

identity of the requestor. A person can use his or her certificate for authentication with different 

applications, and the applications then check the user‟s identity by verifying the digital signature 

with the issuing CA. 

 

 PKI is particularly useful for user authentication in on-line transaction and public applications, 

because there is no advance pre-registration process required for each application.  

 



Users only need to apply for a certificate from a trusted CA to authenticate themselves with 

various applications. Deploying PKI requires some worth noting security considerations as 

follows: 

 1. The private key must be protected and stored in a safe place, such as in a security token or 

smart card secured by a PIN. 

 

2. Relevant password restrictions should be imposed on the PIN of the security token / smart 

card to prevent unauthorised access to the private key inside.  

3. There should be proper procedures in place to handle key life-cycle management, issuing and 

revoking of certificates, storing and retrieving certificates and CRLs (Certificate Revocation 

Lists 

4. For private key backup, the key must be copied and stored in an encrypted form and protected 

at a level not lower than that of the original private key. 

 5. As not all applications support the use of PKI, there may be interoperability issues. SINGLE 

SIGN-ON With the use of Single Sign-On (SSO) technology, users are able to identify 

themselves with the authentication server only once to access a variety of applications, including 

both internal and external systems. Users can enjoy the benefit of choosing one password to 

access multiple applications, instead of memorising many different passwords. 

 

 However, compromise of one authentication event could result in the compromise of all 

resources that the user has access rights to. Implementing SSO requires the following worth 

noting security considerations: 

 1. As one single authentication controls access to all resources, it is important that the 

authentication process is secure enough to protect those resources. This protection should satisfy 

the requirements of the most critical application. The single authentication process should not be 

weaker than the original authentication method used by the various applications, otherwise, the 

result is a downgrade in security level.  

2. A second factor of authentication, such as a security token and smart card, can be used to 

strengthen the authentication process 



3. Relevant password restrictions, such as the minimum password length, the password 

complexity, the maximum number of trial attempts and the minimum time for renewal, and so 

on, should be imposed.  

4. As the authentication server may become an attractive target for attack, it should be well 

protected so that intruders cannot access authentication information which could then be used for 

unauthorized access to all the systems 

5. Auditing and logging functions should be used to facilitate the detection and tracing of 

suspicious unsuccessful login attempts 

6. Encryption should be used to protect against authentication credentials transmitted across the 

network. 

 

Malicious Software  

 

Firewalls  

 

A firewall is any hardware or software (or a combination of the two) that 
monitors the transmission of packets of digital information that attempt to 

pass through the perimeter of a network. Note that firewalls perform two 
functions: packet filtering and acting as application proxy gateways. 

 



Firewalls Provide Security Features 
 

In order to make their products more attractive, some companies add the 
following advanced security functions to their firewalls: 
 

Firewalls  

 Logging unauthorized access 

 Providing a Virtual Private Network 

 Authentication 

 Shielding hosts inside the network 

 Caching data 

 Filtering content  

 

Firewalls Provide Perimeter Security for Networks 
 

a. A fire all is ofte  said to pro ide peri eter se urity  e ause it sits o  the outer ou dary, or 
perimeter, of a network.  The network boundary is the point at which one network connects to 

another.  
 

b. If you have an extranet, an extended network that combines two or more LANs, the location of 

the peri eter  e o es u lear. If you ai tai  a VPN ith a supplier or usi ess part er, 
the VPN should have its own perimeter firewall because your network boundary technically 

extends to the end of the VPN.  Note that locating the firewall at the perimeter has one 

o ious e efit: it e a les you to set up a he kpoi t here you a  lo k ad thi gs  like 
viruses and infected e-mail messages before they get inside.  Another benefit is that a firewall 

enables you to log passing traffic, protecting the whole network at the same time.  If an attack 

does occur, having a security subnet at the perimeter can minimize the damage. 

 

Firewalls Consist of Multiple Components 

 

A firewall can contain many components, including: 
 

Firewall 

Components 

 Packet filter 

 Proxy server 

 Authentication system 

 Network Address Translation (NAT) 

 

Many firewalls make use of a bastion host, a machine that has no 
unnecessary services.  A network that needs to connect to the Internet 

might have been a bastion host and a service network. Together they 
are the only part of the organization exposed to the Internet. 

 



Firewalls Confront Many Threats and Perform Many Security Tasks 

 

1. A firewall that does packet filtering addresses the tendency of hackers 
to open an attack by scanning for network addresses and open ports.  

(A port is a virtual gateway on a computer through which a particular 
type of data is allowed to pass.  Each port is assigned a number 

between 0 and 65,535).  Initially, a hacker uses special software to 
scan a series of addresses, attempting to connect to a computer on 

each one.  If any computer answers, it gives the hacker a target. Any 
gateway or router acting as a packet filter on your network or in your 

firewall should be configured to reject connection requests from 
computers that are not on your network. 

 
2. Note that a port number combined with a computer’s IP address 

constitutes a network connection called a socket or session.  Software 
that is commonly used by hackers, attempt to identify sockets that 

respond to connection requests.  The ones that do respond can be 

targeted to see if they have been left open or if they have security 
vulnerabilities that can be exploited.  Some examples include: 

 

Protocols: 

 Simple Mail Transport Protocol (SMTP)  

listens on port 25 

 Post Office Protocol, version 3 (POP3)  

listens for incoming mail on port 110 

 Hypertext Transport Protocol (HTTP)  

Web services use port 80 

 

 

Restricting Unauthorized Access from Inside the Network 
 

In some ways, it is relatively easy to protect a network from the Internet but 

more difficult to protect it from an inside attack. You should be aware of the 
following possibilities: 
 

 Inside 

Attack: 

  

Staff who bring floppy disks that are virus-infected 

Staff who access their office computers from home using remote    access software 

that bypass the perimeter firewall 

Social engineering 
Poorly trained firewall administrators 



Employees who receive e-mail messages with executable attachments  

 

 



Protecting Critical Resources  

 

Attacks on critical resources are becoming all too common: Worms are one 

type of attack.  They “worm” their way into a computer in an e-mail 
attachment or a downloaded file, where they then replicate themselves.  

They are only slightly different from viruses, which also worm their way into 
a computer but then do much more destructive behavior than just 

replication.  Trojan horses are similar to viruses; they contain malicious code 

that is hidden inside supposed harmless programs.  Distributed Denial of 
Service (DDoS) attacks are just as harmful.  They are caused when a hacker 

floods a server with requests, shutting down the server and making Web 
sites and networks that depend on that server unreachable. 
 

Protecting Against Hacking  

 

Hacking, in general, is the practice of infiltrating computers or networks to 

steal data, cause harm, or simply claim credit for getting inside. The impact 
of this type of attack includes: 
 

Impact of 
Attack: 

Loss of data 

Loss of time 

Loss of staff resources 

Loss of confidentiality 

 

Types of Firewall Protection 

 

Some examples of firewall functions and the corresponding layers at which 

they operate include: (* This chart is in error in the text –-Prof. Michael P. Harris *) 

 

Layer Number OSI Reference 

Model Layer 

Firewall Technology 

7 Application Application-level Gateway 

6 Presentation Encryption 



5 Session SOCKS proxy server 

4 Transport State Inspection, Packet (Port) filtering 

3 Network NAT, Packet (IP address) filtering 

2 Physical MAC (physical address) filtering 

1 Data Link N/A 

 

 Packet Filtering  

 

1. Packet filters are an effective element in any perimeter security setup.  In addition, they have 

the advantage of not taking up bandwidth, or the capacity of network cables to convey 

information, the way proxy servers do.  

 

2. A packet, which is sometimes called a datagram, contains two types of information: the header 

and the data.  Packet filters use packet headers to decide whether to block the packet or allow it 

to pass through a firewall.  Note that your job as a system administrator would be to configure 

the firewall to deny all packets that arrive from outside but contain a source IP address that 

seems to be coming from within the network. 

 

Packet Filtering Rules 

 

1. Some of the most general packet filtering rules include: 

  

 Rules 

  

 Any outbound packet must have a source address that is in 

your internal network. 

 Any outbound packet must not have a destination address 

that is in your internal network. 

 Any inbound packet must not have a source address that is in 

your internal network. 

 Any inbound packet must have a destination address that is 

in your internal network. 

 Any packet that enters or leaves your network must have a 

source or destination. address that falls within the range of 

addresses in your network. 

 

 

 



2. Filter rules can affect the transmission of packets.  These rules include the use of the following: 

 Internet Control Message Protocol (ICMP – ping/tracert) 

 User Datagram Protocol (UDP) 

 TCP filtering 

 IP filtering 

 

NAT 

 

1. Each computer on the network is assigned an IP address.  If that address is static, it is relatively 

easy for a hacker to find it and gain access to the computer more than once.  With a static, 

reliable IP address, a hacker can use a computer as a staging area for launching long, sustained 

attacks. 

 



2. NAT is used to hide the TCP/IP information of hosts in the network being protected.  Hiding the 

TCP/IP information is important because it prevents hackers from getting the address of an 

actual host on your internal network; thus, they are unable to send a malformed packet or virus-

laden messages to that machine. 

 

3. NAT functions as a network-level proxy; it acts a single host that makes requests on behalf of all 

internal hosts on the network.  NAT hides the identity of hosts from anyone outside the network 

by converting the IP address of internal hosts to the IP address of the firewall. To someone on 

the Internet or outside network, it seems like all information is coming from a single computer. 

  

Application Layer Gateways 

 

1. Another type of firewall protection is the application layer gateway, also known as a proxy 

server.  This type of gateway works at the Application layer, the top layer of the OSI model of 

network communications. 

 

2. A complete overview of firewalls and what they do would not be complete without mentioning 

the following security techniques: 

 

Security 
Techniques: 

 Load Balancing 

 IP address mapping 

 Filtering content 

 URL filtering 

 

 
Limitations of Firewalls 
 

Firewalls should not be the only form of protection for a network.  They 
should be part of an overall security plan and should be used in conjunction 

with other forms of protection, including ID cards, passwords, and employee 
rules of conduct. 

  



Firewall Hardware 

 

 Firewall hardware include: 
 

Hardware 

 Routers:  Many come equipped with packet-filtering capabilities built in. 

Appliances: Performs packet filtering, application-level gateways, and logging. 

 

Software-Only Packages 
 

Note the following products that are available free of charge on the Internet: 
 

Free Firewall 
Tools: 

Pretty Good Privacy (PGP): A program highly regarded for providing e-mail and 

disk encryption. 

NetFilter: The firewall solution that comes with the Linux 2.4 kernel.  It is a 

powerful solution for stateless and stateful packet filtering, NAT, and packet 

processing. 

 

 Enterprise Firewall Systems 

 

The following are examples of full-featured, powerful firewall packages: 
 

  Packages: 

Check Point Firewall-1: Includes a full array of security tools, such as 

authentication, virus checking, intrusion detection, and packet filtering. 

Cisco PIX: A name given to a series of secure, self-contained hardware devices that 

contain full-featured firewalls. 

Microsoft Internet Security & Acceleration Server: An application-level firewall 

from Microsoft Corporation. 

NAI Gauntlet: Supports application proxies, packet filtering, and the ability to 

adjust the speed of the firewall as needed. 
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